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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the overall conceptual and

pedagogical goals of a program ('Exploring Childhood') designed to
help adolescents gain competence in working with children and an
understanding of the forces that shape children's development. The
paper is intended as an explanation of the assumptions and questions
that guided the development of the course materials. The course, as
outlined, attempts to help students understand what a child is like,
how human interaction can shape the development of a child, and how
the context in which growth occurs can affect development. A series
of activities help the student to develop flexible ways of thinking
about children. Three 'modules' are identified in this curriculum
sequence, and appropriate readings are suggested for each level of
the program. The study of child development is combined with work
with young children on a regular basis. Self-evaluation materials are
also part of the curriculum program, and are designed to help
students identify ways in which they would like to gain competence
and to give them guidelines for evaluating the results of a situation
and measuring their own progress. (CS)
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This reading by Marilyn Clayton, Project Director for EXPLORING CHILDHOOD,

describes the over-all conceptual and pedagogical designs of. the course.

By presenting the assumptions and questions that guided the development of

the course materials, this paper aims to helP teachers better understand

the goals for EXPLORING CHILDHOOD.

There is a growing body of evidence that the process of making human

beings human is breaking down in American society. The signs of this

breakdown are seen in the growing rates of alienation, apathy, rekel-

lion, delinquency, and violence we have observed in this nation in

recent decades.... The causes of the breakdown are of course mani-

fold, be they all o;crate in one directionnamely to decrease the

active concern of one geneeation.for the next.

011)

Urie Bronfolbrenner
Professor
bepartmert of =man Dovol-
opment aad Family Studies

Cornell U:iiversity

I have long believed that the development of a child does not begin the

day he is boreor at age thleebut much earlier, durirg the formative

Kara of his pents.

012
Edward 7.1c:ler
Profetmor and Director
Child Doveloraznt Program
Depart.Pcnt of FLlycholociv

Yale University
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EXPLORING CHILDVooD is a program in which the study of child devel-

opment is combined with work with young children on a regular basis. It

gives students opportunities to develop competence in working with children,

and a framework for understanding the forces that shape.the development

of a child.

Three government agencies have joined in the funding of EXPLORING

CHILDHOOD, each one viewing the program in a special way. When the

National Institute of Mental Health considered the program in 1970,

their concern was the alienation many teenagers feel from both family

and society. They saw a program of work with children offering teen-

agers a role in which they are needed by others, and an experience that

would both deepen their sense of pervnnal identity and increase their

compassion for, and understanding of their families. The Office of Child

Development became involved as the major funder in 1971. They viewed

the students as being responsible for the next generation of children,

and saw EXPLORING CHILDHOOD as a way for students to prepare for parent-

hood, for careers involving children, or, simply, for citizenship, with

the responsibility of making daily decisions that affect children. In

1972 the Office of Education added their support, seeing the program as

having application beyond the initial target population of junior and

senior high school students, by providing career LIcentive for potential

drop-outs as well an career training for unemployed adults interested in

working with children. We feel that all these goals are compatible

with t) pydagogy and scope of EXPLORING CHILDHOOD.

91003
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Th..! Pedagogical Arproach of 1:XPLORTING cnrtrnow

The main source of energy for students in EXPLORING CHILDHOOD is

their field work with children. In developing a curriculum around field

work, we have been guide3 by the following questions:

What kinds of help can we provide to make the field
work rewarding?

How can we draw on the feelings, ideas, questions,
memories, plans, and insights generated by that
experience to bring students more in touch with
their own identities and to foster in them an
understanding of the conditions needed for growth
in others?

What ideas and issues from the social sciences will
allow students to understand and explore the world
of children?

developing a pedagogy for EXPLORING CHILDHOOD, a central concern has

been the need to allow the program to be adaptable to a vast range of

conditions. For example, secondary schools will be teaching the program

under many disciplines, including home economics, family living, social

studies, and health; there will be many types of lieldsites, including

lab school within the school, preschools, Head Start centers, day-care

centers, and family day-care Ates; students themselves will vary both

in academic preparation and in real-life preparation for the course;

and, most importantly, the preschool children will come from homes that

repre3ent tremendous diversity both in goals for children and in child-

rearing practices.

It became clear that it would not be feasible to suggest specific

responses to certain kinds of isLues. now to treat an aggressive act,

what to do when a child uLer a swear word, what kinds of sp!cific,

co nitive-:kill trainiw a "k'ild should receiveissues surd as tht': ;e are

difficult to rclolvf within A given !;etti:PI: to try to Jvvclop

vp,cific ::ortf.:Itiorv; the neiOf. valta.!: of tLo full

(,) D0 I
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of :sites using the program wds impossible. Our approach to specific

child-care techniques, therefore, has been to "apprentice" the student

to the resOmsible adult at the fieldsite, who, knowing the perspective

of EVLORING CHILDHOOD, is able to communicate and respond to the values

of parents and the community.

So that students can become valued members of the child-care staff,

what we give them, instead of specific techniques, is a series of

interesting activities to do with children and ways to think about

situations involving children that can become a basis for informed action.

Throughout the course materials, students' thinking i. guided by

these sets of questions:

How does a child experience the world? At his or her
age, what are the child's beliefs, abilities, interests,
fears, areas of growth?

What is transmitted in the commonplace social interactionsin a child's world? What do this child's family, pre-
school, community, want for him or her? How does a child
influence the people around him or her?

How does a society affect the conditions in which a family
rears a 'child?

What are my values for a child? What are my beliefs about
what causes a child to grow and change? How do my actions
relate to my values and beliefs?

How does what I am learning apply to my work with children?

What am I learning about myself?

EXPIPPInG r11I1.nn000 attemptn to help students understand what a child is

like, how human interaction can share the development of a child, and how

the c,Altext in which growth occurs can at sect development. These insights

aod 14.1.!lectives, we I,live, can help students 1,eco4'e increasingly flexible

and a!,lc. to childien in ways that tlat:#: semi(' for each individual

within a itivn

00005
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The Conceptual rr.im.o.rk of the Prooram

EXPLultING attrilio(A) is concerned with the development of a sense of

self and a sense of others, both in young adults and in the children with

- S..

whom they work. This program hopes to help students gain competence in

working with children.

Our approach has been shaped by a desire to introduce concepts in

ways that respect the students' personal experience with children, both

previous to and during EXPLORING CHILDHOOD. Rather than define concepts

early on and teach lists of facts, we have introduced concepts as suggested

guidelines for organizing observation. We ask students to recollect

experiences, collect observations, and decide for themselves if a suggested

concept makes sense in terms of what they have seen. Looking at concepts

from the perspective of concrete experience not only helps students

legitimize the way they will learn about children during the rest of their

lives, but also offers new intellectual opportunities for students who

have had little previous academic success. Students who have had extensive

child-care experience have much to offer others in the clans.

Concepts have been selected both for their helpfulness in field work

and for their relevance to development throughout the life cycle.

Examples of conel.ts we have found generative are "egocentrism," for

understanding the growth and change in a person's view of the world: and

"values," for understanding what is transmitted in human interactions.

The rvouonce of the Curriculum

Suggentions for the general sequence of the curriculum come from what

we havc fouLd to 1.4 tilt. cycle of neetb; and intre3t9 of st..iientn working

with yvan

90006
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Module I, Norkino with ChUdren: A student's major concerns at the

beginning of the year, before starting to crk with children, are:

What will the field work be like?

Whet kind of role will I have?

Will the children like me?

Wi12 . be able to cope?

ConseqUently, this first group of materials attempts to help students

develop a sense of competence before starting their field work, and to

build the class into a support group in which failures as well as

successes can be discussed. Commonplace situations with children and

their teachers, which are presented as case studies through film,

audio -tape, storyboard, and photo essay, allow students to share ideas

about children's behavior and about what to do in problem situations.

Observation is focused on the fieldsites--their special nature as places

for children, the purposes of fieldsite materials, the activities and

environments fieldsites provide, and the ways teachers interact with

children. Guidelines for observing children and for keeping a journal

about experiences begin a theme that is developed throughout the year:

ways of learning about children.

A book of activities for children, Doing Things, gives students

concrete things to plan and do with children. A film made at a variety of

fieldsites shows them the numerous kinds of roles they can take with

children.

Althoulh much of Working with Children is used during the first month,

as prep.:ration fox field work, the materials are appropriate for use

throughout the par. For ex triple, "Teacher, Lester Pit Me," an animated film

.:Lut t.ht llig!.t of a 1.re!:(riol tahr on a day when everything seems to go

wIcng, in g,:;,y! 1 for one of these times dimity./ the year when students

0 0 7
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need encouragement about field work or a chance to view their work with

humor. With or without reference to these fieldsite materials, discussion

of field experiences should be an ongoing part of clasiwork, both when

..7

students have problems, successes, or questions they want to share and

when their experience suports, contr- cs, or gains new meaning from

conceptual materials.

The pedagogical challenge of Working with Children is thist Now to

foster an "open-ended" approach to looking at explanations of behavior and

ways of interacting with children, yet help students reach the "closure"

that is satisfying for learning and absolutely necessary for action.

Using case studies, a teacher can help students arrive at some conclusions

about whAt they would do, based on their view of a situation. The purpose

is not to reach group consensus, which rarely happens in child-care

discussion because of legitimate differences in values and views about the

mature of development, but to help each student develop confidence in his

or her own ability to examine a situation and follow his or her best judgment.

As the year proceeds, students will deepen skills through practice in ob-

serving situations and evaluating outcomes.

Module SI, reeing Development: Once students hi,e started field work, the

concrete experience with children begins. Students become interested in

learning what a child is like, and, specifically, about the ways in which

children are different from older people. A general booklet, Looking at

Devvlopnent, nets the context for exploring human development by con Adering

the caracitict: of an infant; it introduces the question, "Wl-at do you 1.elieve

brinq% sa4ait growth and change in a child?" and de:wril.,e4 t her way:: neveral

tht.tt t t h ! pr.,chi.d tI:e :study of Jt vt 1o; ment . contral i:.1-d data about

0.. 1, Id., tv.a-br of tA,u2 i't's: iti tb field, in i tieluded,

0 0 0 0
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along with suggeations of other ways to learn about childrenspecifically,

collecting d.tt.a about growth and change in a child and about the development

of diversity eong children. Looking at Development is designed to be a

reference point throughout the unit, and to help students summarize their

learnings at the end.

Five. other booklets delve into particular areas of a child's devel-

opment: Children's Art presents one way of looking at the growth of skill,

and introduces the concept of stages of development. In Now the World Works,

a child's beliefs about cause and effect, change, time, similarities and

differences, and what things are alive or not alive are explored. A Child's

Eye View considers the concept of egocentrism, a child's growing awareness

of the minds, feelings, perspectives and needs of others, and the idea of

moral development in children. The motivations and developmental factors in

children's behavior that are generally considered problew are discussed in

Tears and Troubles. Child's Play, the fifth book, rounds out the students'

perspective on development by looking at the many opportunities for growth

p]ay affords a child.

Through these booklets, students can enter the world of a child, look

at patterns of growth and change at different ages, consider the ways indi-

vidual differences develop, and, finally, think about how they can support

development in ways that are meaningful for each particular child in their

care.

The pedagogical problem for this module Is to provide a framework for

lvarning and concepts about development--such as "egocentrism" and the notion

NI' "stage..." We do not want to,prevmot a ntudent..:; way of seeing develolvent

contradicA tio! tu!::::age that a stuaont's data percption!, are important

fur (fur ovrroach h.i; 11n )Jth tu raigtp.ta. learning tiwolitz;

Ili 1(4 ciNt-rvatio ana to ire:;..nt id04:. of the.,./i.A!.

009
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in an explicit way. We emphasize that theories are upeculations of

flesh-and-blood people by showing what triqqvred a theorist's interest

in children and what kehavior was observed that led to the development of a

theory. The ttacher's responsibility is to connect theory to the data of

the student's own observations and to connect both of these with practice.

The teacher must continually refer students to their own experiences with

children: to help them question and explore the'validity of concepts ant'

theorise. Ho or she must show clearly how a concept relates to caring for

a child, be aware of how students connect a concept to concrete behavior, and

allow students to bring their own experience to bear in either supporting

or questioning a concept. Also, teachers must help their students see that

they too have theories about development that can be tested by observation,

used in caring for children, and shared with their classmates as valuable

resources for learning.

Module in, Family and Society: Once students have deepened their sense of

how a child sees the world, the course shifts from the ways in which the

child's mind and body develop to the social forces that influence a child's

life. Interactions in the family, with the world "beyond the front door,"

and with the enviroment, resources, beliefs, and values of the society at

large become the central focus of attention.

The study of family is based on a series of documentary films showing

interactions in a variety of families. This material was designed with two

mnlor goals in mind: (1) to heighten students' perceptions of what is trans-

mitted to children in daily commonplace interactions; and (2) to let students

experience the childrearing styles of families other than tb:a' own in order

to gain insight into the attitucks, traditions, and values of others. The

notit-n of clarifying values na beliefs about childi n and child-rearing and
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measuring there lelietn end values against one's actions--a notion which is

touched on earlier in the course--becomes central here. It provides a

foundation fcr underntandmg that all families have implicit values for

children and implicit beliefs about childrearing. It enables students to

grasp the crucial idea that all family interactions transmit messages to

children, implicitly or explicitly, that may or may not be consistent

with family values.

Beyond the Front Door, the middle section in the module, follows children

as they leave their home--for preschool, to join in the daily tasks of a

parent, or to play in the yard or the street. Students are asked to explore

how a child interacts in this expanded world: How many people are friends?

How many are strangers? What contact does a child have with his or her

parents' work? What values and childrertring practices does the child

encounter among people outsidi the family?

Matching Messages considers the interrelationship between the messages

received in and beyond the home. Forstudents it.poses the challenge of

taking into consideration the values and practices of the child's family,

the values and nractices of the preschool, and also the student's own

vclues and sense of what to do when caring for a child.

Up to this point the course deals with things students see and affect

every day, whether it be some activity that shows a child's development or

the interactions between two people. Now the course turn:.: to social

organization, and considers invisible underlying sftucturen and circumstances

over which individuals have little immediate control. While this exploration

Liould surely deepen Ltudcritt:' undmitanding of the childre, in their care,

u see the m4jor L.otivation.11 force of thin matrial to he the student'r,

cwirn about th(: Kind of ,:velety he u: vnvision:i for the next glneration

chi:d:vn, and tivri.1:0:. .1.1.,,ut what he or !:h mieht do 11.1,:c.nally ',bout it.

0 0 0 1 1
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The central issue--hcw a society affects the conditions in which a

family rears a chill - -is Glecified in two Gets of questions, which are used

to explore otter societies an well as cur own:

What does a family nuod to protect and nourish its children?
Who should provide what a family needs?

What messages does a society transmit to children through
its media, agencies, and institutions?

Students will examine other societies through documentary film and written

and taped autobiographical accounts. Our own society will be examined

through independent research projects. Exposure to childrearing practices

of foreign societies allows students to become familiar with the range of

ways in which human societies have provided care and protection for their

young. The Israeli kibbutz is one society chosen for study, because kibbutz

members have clearly articulated their values and, therefore, we can examine

them. Also, many of the issues that influenced kibbutzniks initially in

planning child care are issues of current concern to our society--provision

of equal roles for women, pros and cons of group care for children, cooper-

ativeness as a desirable trait. The other reason kibbutzim provide an

excellent study is that many are three generations old and show more than the

effects of social innovation per se. Students can debate the values and

pl-actices of the kibbutz and use this debate as a vantage point from which

ti) take a fresh look at the values and practices of the society they know.

Research abd Action, another part of this final section of the course,

suggeata Individual study projects for students on aspects oe the way their

oars society provides for chi ldrnn. materials dscribe ways of collecting

dlta on such tovicn an childrer's litvratuze, low Ld childrcn, public media

and cLildten, and nutrittcn. In ad,:ition to th. re!.each nk:11!:, survy sLill,

(A,.ervati(n tLat thf.;.e Ixojets tAudit!: ;save the

oitoltinity to mcA 1Lopl it, variety ul tole:s that may ntiogent futate catcer

ti 0 1 1
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possibilities for them.

The redAogical challenge of Family and Societw is to help students

develop a more compar.sionate understanding of their own families, while

helping them to understand and respect the values, traditions, and practices

of others. When students begin the course, they tend to limit their

perceptions in one of two directions. Either they defend their own family

experiences so strongly that they have trouble seeing other ways of

expressing love and care; or, in appreciating the ways of others, they find

the values and practices of their own families lacking. Teachers have

two resources to draw upon in making the exploration of family and society

a strong and positive contribution to students' understanding of self and

others. One is the observation that raising a child to find a meaningful

place in the world and to care for himself or herself and others is a

responsibility shared by parents everywhere. The ways in which different

parents meet this task can begin to be understood by considering the enormous

complexity of the task, the traditions of a family, and the conditions

society provides for them. The second resource is the set of feelings that

working with children evokes in students -- tenderness, anger, frustration,

love, inadequacy, pride, overwhelming responsibility, and desire to protect.

Young adults frequently gain a lew and deeply sympathetic view of their

family when their first child is born and they begin experiencing all the

emotions that come with that responsibility. Working with children evokes

these emotions in a !mall beginning way, and a sensitive teacher can help

students build an understanding of families that is based upon these

incipient feelings.
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Self-evaluation

Above we have described the general sequence and flow of EXPLORING

CHILDHOOD over the course of a year. Important throughout the year is the

development o one's own sense of identity, whicn involves identifying and

understanding one's own values and beliefs about children, developing

competence in working with children, and knowing how to evaluate one's

own growth. Self-evaluation materials are part of the curriculum; they

have been designed to help students identify ways in which they would like

to gain competence, and to give them guidelines for evaluating the results

of a situation and measuring their own progress.

Underlying Values of EXPL0RING CHILDHOOD

In the process of developing EXPLORING CHILDHOOD we have often bnen

asked--and have often asked ourselves--what values are implicit in the

program. Altogether, we find that four major values have influenced the

direction of EXPLORING CHILDHOOD:

1. To view the present, whether adolescence or childhood, as an

important time of being as well as becoming. Our priority in this

respect is not to prepare atudents to be parents or professionals,

or to prepare children to :icy adults, but to help both to have

rewarding experiences each day they are together.

2. To demon:Arate that insight can be learned and can be an

important influence on behavior. Students are helped to see

how others uxperience the world, what meanagen are transmitted

in human intf.ractions, what influence :social organization

cxertt and to undet:Aand their own 2 iii e 1 and value: ;.
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3. To help students and children develop confidence in their own

identiti :T. For children, receiving appreciation from students of

their p-aticultIrabilities, rerronalities, and family backgrounds

helps devctlop confidence. For students, being supported by teachers

in their new role as caregivers increases self-esteem. At the

same time, learning to appreciate the values and traditions of their

own families nourishes their sense of worth.

4. To legItimize the view that anyone responsible for the care of a

child has worthwhile experiences to share with others. Parents,

preschool teachers, people involved in health, artistic, legal,

educational or welfare professions, and students themselves have

been involved in creating the EXPLORING CHILDHOOD curriculum; all

should be considered resource people for a classroom.

EXPLORING CHILDHOOD is a program that has the potential of breaking

down barriers between age groups and between institutions and bringing

people together in a common venture. A resourceful teacher can make

EXPLORING CHILDHOOD a rich experience for many members of a community.


